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O~ OFFICE OF INSPECTION AND ENFORCEMENT 50271-780221
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Region I 50271-800317

50271-800929Report No. 80-15 50271-801014
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Docket No. 50-271

License No. DPR-28 Priority Category C--

Licensee: Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power Corporation

25 Research Drive

Westborough, Massachusetts 01581

Facility Name: Vemont Yankee

Inspection at: Vernon, Vemont

Inspection conducted: September 15-October 17, 1980

Inspectors: h b)K tfkjjge
S.'J. Collins, Resident Inspector dat& signed
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T. F. Foley, Rqkfde'nt inspector date signed
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W. J. RaymondgeniorjResident Inspector date signed

Approved by: [[ M /:L/#/M
T. T. Martin, Chief, RPS #3, R0&NS Branch date signed

Inspection Summary:
Inspection on September 15-October 17, 1980 (Report No. 50-271/80-15)
Areas Inspected: Routine, unannounced inspection on regular and backshifts by Resident
Inspectors of status of previous inspection findings; environmental qualification of
electrical equipment (TI 2515/35); environmental qualification of stem mounted switches;
pipe support and support surveillance; fuel handling activities in fuel pool; followup
on IE Bulletin 80-05; plant operations at power and shutdown; preparations for refueling;
refueling operatinns; outage radiation protection; surveillance activities; followup of
events; outage modifications; and emergency procedure revisions. The inspection in-
volved 201 inspector hours onsite by three resident inspectors and one region-based
inspector.
Results: Of fourteen areas inspected, no items of noncompliance were . identified in
13 areas; one apparent item of noncompliance was identified in one area (Infraction,
failure to post and barricade a high radiation area, paragraph 11.a).
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DETAILS.

1. Persons Contacted

Vennont Yankee
*Mr. J. Arensmeyer, Technical Assistant
Mr. B. Ball, Technical Assistant
Mr. P. Donnelly, Instrument and Control Supervisor

**Mr. D. Girroir, Mechanical Engineer
Mr. S. Jefferson, Reactor Engineering and Computer Supervisor
Mr. R. Leach, Health Physicist-

,Mr. M. Lyster, Operations Supervisor
**Mr. W. Murphy, Plant Superintendent
**Mr. J. Pelletier, Assistant Plant Superintendent
**Mr. D. Reid, Engineering Support Supervisor
*Mr. W. Wittmer, Maintenance Supervisor

Mercury Company
Mr. d. Judge, Construction. Superintendent
Mr. M. Trombley, Project Manager

Yankee Atomic Electric Company
*Mr. F. Baxter, Manager, Electrical Engineering
Mr. S. Urbanowski, Senior Engineer

The inspectors also interviewed other licensee personnel during the inspec-
tion, including members of the Operations, Health Physics, Maintenance,
Instrument and Control Engineering Support, Reactor Engineering, Contractor
and General Office staff.

* Denotes those present at exit interview on October 2, 1980.

** Denotes those present at exit interview on October 20, 1980.

2. Status of Previous Inspection Findings

(Closed) Followup Item (50-271/80-09-01): Implementation of interim procedure
for measuring airborne Iodine-131 in the environment during an emergency. The

| inspector verified by records review that approved procedure char.ge Department
| Instruction (DI) 80-22, dated September 24, 1980, has been issued reinstating
| the Final Conditions section of procedure previously omitted by DI 80-15.

This item is closed.

(Closed) Followup Item (50-271/60-13-01): Panel 9-5 SLC Continuity Loss
annunciator repair. The inspector observed the removal of squibb valve;

V-11-14-B continuity indicator relay assembly per Maintenance Request (MR)1

! 80 0863 on September 16, 1980. A review of the shift supervisors log was
performed to verify the licensee had performed Standby Liquid Control (SLC)

!

!
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System Surveillance to verify redundant system operability per T.S. |
Section 4.4.A.1. The licensee's tag order 4014 to electrically isolate
the repair area was reviewed for completeness. The inspector observed
shop bench testing of the relay assembly which resulted in cleaning of
the assembly and replacement of the alam sensor light bulb. The unit
was subsequently reinstalled and energized. The inspector reviewed tag
order 4014 for appropriate closeout. The licensee reports that the SLC ;

annunciator functions properly under conditions similar to those present :
when the problem was identified. The inspector reviewed MR 80 0863 for |
proper closecut in accardance with A.P. 0021, Revision 8, Maintenance
Requests. This item is considered closed.

,

(0 pen)FollowupItem(50-271/80-13-03): Disposition of Feedwater Thermal
Sleeve. The inspector noted that the subject feedwater thermal sleeve
had been placed on a QC Hold status and stored in the QC Hold cage in the |
South Warehcuse. This item remains open, however, pending a detennination
by the licensee of the final disposition of the thermal sleeve. This item |

will be reviewed on a subsequent inspection. )

(Closed) Followup Item (50-271/80-10-01): Rust Indications on T-Quencher
Weld Areas. Licensee engineering review of T-Quencher rust indications
was documented in a September 10, 1980, memorandum from the YAEC Mechanical
Engineering Group. The rust indications were found to be strictly super-
ficial and were easily removed by wire brushing. The cleaned surface
showed no ir.dication of pitting or other type of corrosion mechanism. This
finding was verified by inspector observation. The absence of rust on the.
T-Quencher welds indicated there were no excessive delta-ferrite deposits
in the metal. The inspector observed all four T-Quenchers and noted that
the components were cleaned prior to installation as part of the torus
modification. This item is considered closed.

3. IE Bulletin 79-01B Installation Verification

On September 29 thru October 2, 1980, the inspector performed an installation
verification of components of the Main Steam System and High Pressure Coolant
Injection System. The installation verification consisted of an inspection
of compcnents located inside primary containment. The inspection was per- 1

formed in accordance with IE inspection requirements entitled " Inspection |
Requirements For Verifying Reactor Licensee Responses to IE Bulletin 79-018."

a. Main Steam System

(1) The following Main Steam System documentation was reviewed by the
inspector:

(a) Cable and Conduit Lists, B-191301 Series.

(b) Control Wiring Diagrams, B-191301 Series. j

.
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(c) Vermont Yankee Penetration Seals 238X322G1, GEK-27753.

(d) Reactor Building Conduit, Trays and Grounding Drawing,
G-292347.

(e) Main Steam Isolation Valve (MSIV) Switches and Pneumatic
Control Wiring Diagram, 5920-2034R1.

(f) Primary Steam Isolation Valve Assembly Drawing, 5920-2038R1.

(g) Penetration Connection Box Details,'G-191377.

(2) The inspector performed installation verification of the following
Steam System components:

(a) MSIV, A0-2-80A located inside containment at elevation 266'.

(b) Four Namco, EA-740-86700 limit switches located on the MSIV.

(c) AC and DC Asco pilot solenoid valves, catalogue no. HTx8320
located on the MSIV.

(d) Cable Nos. C1803MRA1, C11109ESI, C1110BE, C181MRB1, C11108FSI.

(e) Ebasco penetration cover and connection box. Status of
terminal blocks inside connection box.

(f) Flexible conduit from Asco solenoid valves to MSIV mounted
terminal box, flexible conduit from terminal box to rigid
conduit, rigid conduit to penetration connection box.

(g) Rigid conduit from limit switches to MSIV mounted teminal
box, flexible conduit from teminal box to rigid conduit.
Rigid conduit from status limit switches to penetration
connection box. Rigid conduit from RPS limit switches to
RPS teminal box.

(3) During the inspection, the inspector identified the following com-
ponents that were installed but were not identified in the YAEC
submittal 1216, Enclosures 2 and 3 of the Main Steam System:

(a) MSIV position status limit switches.

(b) Wire on RSIV from limit switches to terminal boxes mounted on
MSIV.

|

|
1
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(c) Terminal lugs used on tenninal strips.

(d) Flexible conduit.

(e) Tenninal boxes for RPS limit switches.

(f) Penettation connection boxes.

(g) Penetration covers.

The apparent omission of data on these items in YAEC submittal
1216 is considered unresolved pending NRC review of final licensee
submittal of IEB 79-01B. (UNR 50-271/80-15-01).

(4) During the inspection, the inspector observed that the penetration
connection box covers have been modified and have not been main-
tained to agree with Ebasco design drawing G-191377, Box Details.
The connection box covers had missing screws, loose gaskets and
improperly mated gaskets at the corners. This would indicate that
the licensee's maintenance practices in this area are inadequate.
This item is considered unresolved pending NRC review of licensee
corrective action. (UNR 50-271/80-15-02).

(5) The inspector could not verify the cable manufacturer by physical
identification of the installed cable. The licensee will assure
that the physically installed cable agrees with the cable manufac-
turer and type identified in YAEC submittal 1216. This item is
considered unresolved pending NRC review of final licensee
evaluation. (UNR50-271/80-15-03).

| (6) The inspector could not verify the penetration assembly manufac-
turer and model number. Additionally, the model number identified
in YAEC submittal 1216, Enclosure 2, does not appear to be the same

|
model number described in the General Electric supplied document

|
GEK-27753. The licensee will establish and verify the manufacturer

!
and model number of the installed electrical penetrations. This
item is considered unresolved pending NRC review of the final

.

licensee submittal. (UNR50-271,t1-15-04).
|

b. High Pressure Coolant Injection System (HPCIS)
!

; (1) The following HPCIS documentation was reviewed by the inspector:
|

-(a) Cable and Conduit List, B-191301 Series.

l

!

|
|
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(b) Control Wiring Diagrams, B-191301 Series.

(c) Primary containment Penetrations Drawing, 729E253

(2) The inspector performed installation verification of the following
HPCIS components:

('a) MOV-23-15, type SMS-0, located inside containment at
elevation 266'.

,

(b) Elet.trical penetration X105D connection box No. B-433SII.
Buchanan teminal blocks inside connection box.

(c) Electrical penetration X105C ccnnection box No. B-431SII.
States teminal blocks inside connection box.

(d) Cable numbers 11436BSII.

(e) Flexible conduit from MOV to rigid conduit. Rigid conduit
to connection box.

(3) The HPCIS has the following unresolved items identical to those
addressed in the Main Steam System above (UNR 50-271/80-15-05):

(a) Paragraph 3.a.(3)(c), 3.a. (3) (d), 3.a.(3)(e), 3.a.(3)(f)
and 3.a.(3)(g).

(b) Paragrapi: 3.a. (4).

(c) Paragraph 3.a.(5).
:

(d) Paragraph 3.a.(6)

c. Licensee Corrective Actions

During the inspection, the inspector identified broken flexible conduit
on the power cables to M0-23-15 and M0-10-17. Additionally, the inspec-
tor identified wires with terminal lugs not connected to teminal strips
in penetration connection boxes X101D and X105A. This item is considered

i

unresolved pending NRC review of licensee corrective action. l

(UNR50-271/80-15-06). I

d. Safety Evaluation Report (SER)

The infomation gathered during this inspection will be used as a data
base to assist in the overall evaluation of the test data and details

'

_ _ . . - -
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provided by the licensee in their IEB-79-01B report submittal. The
final evaluation will be documented in the SER that is to be written
for the Vermont Yankee plant. The SER is planned to be issued for
this site by February 1981.

4. Environmental Qualification of Certain SMLSs

During the review of environmental qualification for installed safety re-
lated electrical equipment (discussed in paragraph 3 above), questions
arose regarding the NRC staff position and requirements for environmental
qualification of components providing position indication in the control
room for power operated containment isolation valves. The inspector cited
the following references wherein the NRC position had been previosuly
defined:

+ IE Bulletin 78-04, Environmental Qualification of Certain Stem Mounted
Limit Switches (SMLSs) Inside Containnent.

+ NRC Inspection Report 50-271/78-26, paragraph 9.

+ NRC internal memorandum dated March 10, 1978 and October 17, 1978,
transmitted to the VY staff during the 78-26 inspection visit.

The NRC staff position, as stated in the reference material, requires that '

SMLSs on containment isolation valves inside containment be environmentally
qualified for the post-accident conditions to assure reliable position indi-
cation information is available to the control room operator. The licensee
acknowledged this requirement and stated that all applicable containment
isolation valves with SMLS were environmentally qualified, and that this
information would be incorporated in YAECs November submittal to NRR on
IEB 79-01B.

The inspector stated this ites was considered open pending (i) subsequent
NRC review of the IEB 79-01B November submittal; and, (ii) subsequent
inspector review of installed containment isolation valve components
(IFI 50-271/80-15-07).

5. Pipe Support and Restraint Surveillance

a. Record Review

(1) The inspector reviewed the results of the licensee's snubber
| visual inspection program since July,1980 and noted that two
! snubbers had failed the visual acceptance criteria due to low
l reservoir fluid level. These snubbers were subsequently removed

from service and functionally tested and found to.be inoperable.
Technical Specifications , quire that the licensee perform visual
inspections of all safety related snubbers at six month intervals
as a result of finding two snubbers inoperable under the visual
surveillance program. The licensee acknowledged this fact.

;

|

.
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(2) The inspector reviewed the results of the licensee's functional
testing program, which was conducted during the October, 1980
outage and identified no significant problems.

(3) The inspector noted that the acceptance criteria for the visual
inspection surveillance and the functional testing procedures
did not specify as a condition of acceptance that when a snubber
is found in the frozen or locked-up cendition or when the snubber
is found either in the fully retracted or extended positions, that
an engineering evaluation should be performed to determine whether
the pipe to which the snubber is attached has been overstressed
and appropriate correcting action should be taken.

The licensee's representative stated that the above concern has
been addressed and documented, however, he was unable to present
the documentation during the inspection. This item will be re-
viewed during a subsequent inspection. (IFI 50-271/80-15-08).

b. Snubber Repair

The inspector witnessed the repair of two snubbers whose seal material
consisted of other than ethylene propylene (EP) seal material. The
licensee has previously committed to replace the seal material of all
snubbers with other than EP seal material on a functional testing basis,
such that after each saubber has completed its functional test, it shall
be rebuilt with EP seal material, and in this manner all snubbers would
eventually have EP seals.

The inspector determined that the licensee has approximately thirteen
safety related snubbers whose seal material is other than EP and that
five of these snubbers are not accessible during operation. The
inspector noted that the visual surveillance indicated no discrepancies
with these snubbers, however, the inspector will observe these snubbers

-prior to plant startup. The inspector had no further questions on this
item.

No items of noncompliance were identified.

6. Spent Fuel Pool Activities

The inspector reviewed the following licensee procedures for technical
-adequacy to verify that procedures relating to fuel handling operations
accomplish the requirements of Technical Specifications section 3.12,
Refueling and Spent Fuel Handling: |

+ OP1410, Revision 9. Issued June 30, 1980, Fuel Loading

+ OP4102, Revision 8 Issued September 15, 1978, Refuel Outage Tests

|

-
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+ OP4116. Revision 6, Issued March 26, 1980, Secondary Containment Surveillance.

1

+ OP1101, Revision 9, Issued August 23, 1979, Fuel Assembly Movement

+ OP1100, Revision 9, Issued August 23, 1979, Refuel Platform Operation;

'
The inspector verified by direct observation that.the following conditions
relating to fuel handling operations are in conformance with Technical

.

Specifications and approved licensee procedures:'

,

'

+ The spent fuel pool water level is higher than the minimum established
by Technical Specifications section 3.12.C.

+ The spent fuel pool ventilation system is maintaining the building at
the specified negative pressure.

,

Except as noted below, the inspector had no further comments in this area.

Technical Specification section 3.12.A.3. requires that Refueling Platform
Hoist Blocks be operable and functionally tested per Technical Specifica-
tion section 4.12.A. prior to any fuel handling and at weekly ctervals
thereafter until no longer required. A review of approved pro <3 dure
OP4102, Revision 8. Refuel Outage Tests, by the inspector revealed that
the Hoist Overload Block specified by Technical Specification section
3.12.A.3.b. and the High Position Limitation specified by Technical Speci-
fication section 3.12.A.3.C. was not included in the sequence of functional
tests- to be performed prior to fuel haridling and at weekly intervals
thereafter. The licensee was informed of the issue and the inspector
verified that corrective action was taken by the issuance of Departmental
Instruction (DI) 80-47 to OP4102, dated September 30, 1980, incorporating
additional steps to functionally test the Hoist Overload Elock and High
position Limitation refueling interlocks.

The inspector verified by records review that performance of the required
functional tests of the refuelin- interlocks was conducted on October 8,1980. ||

The inspector had no further qt ins on this item.

7. IE Bulletin Review and Followup i

L !
IEB 80-05, Vacuum Condition Resulting in Damage to Chemical Volume Control

- System (CVCS) Holdup Tanks, dated March 17, 1980

|
Review of subject Bulletin by inspector revealed that it applies to PWR 1

( facilities only. The inspector verified by records review that the licensee i

has received a clarification letter, U.S. NRC, Region I to Mr. L. C. Smith' ~

of VYNPC dated March 17, 1980, which noted IEB 80-05 requires no response
from Vennent Yankee.

|

;

i
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8. Review of Plant Operations - Plant Inspection

The inspector reviewed plant oper tions through direct inspection and
observation throughout the reporting period. Activities in progress
included routine operations at power, with power coastdown in progress
prior to refueling shutdown; plant preparation for the refueling and
maintenance outage, including set-up for saddle installation on the torus
exterior; and, plant shutdown on September 26, 1980, to begin the 1980
refueling outage. Observations described below were conducted during
both power operation and refueling shutdown conditions.

a. Instrumentation

Control room and local process instrumentation were observed for
correlation between channels and to verify conformance of plant
status with Technical Specification requirements. No unacceptable
conditions were identified,

b. Annunciator Alarms

The inspector observed various alam conditions which had been
received and acknowledged. These conditions were discussed with shift
personnel who were knowledgegable of the alams and actions required.
The inspector observed the condition of equipment associated with the
alams during plant inspections. No unacceptable conditions were
identified.

c. Shift Manning

The operating shifts were observed to be staffed to meet the operating
requirements of Section 6 of the Technical Specifications, both to the
number and type of licenses. Control room and shift manning were

| observed to be in confomance with regulatory and station administra-
| tive requirements. The inspector also verified by periodic observations
| during the reporting period that refueling ficar staffing, refueling

communications and control room monitoring of SRMs were in conformance
with Technical Specification and IE Circular 80-21 requirements. No

| inadequacies were identified.
|
' d. Plant Housekeeping Controls

Storage of material and components was observed with respect to
prevention of fire and safety hazards. Plant housekeeping was
evaluated with respect to controlling the spread of surface and
airborne contamination. There were no unacceptable conditions
identified.

|

.
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e. Fire Protection / Prevention

The inspector examined the condition of selected pieces of fire
fighting equipment. Combustible materials were being controlled
and were not found near vital areas. Portable fire extinguishers
were observed during tours of various plant area to verify opera-
bility inspections were current and cylinder charges were within
the operable range. No unacceptable conditions were identified.

f. Control of Equipment

During plant inspections, selected equipment under safety tag
control was examined. Equipment conditions were consistent with
infomation in plant control logs.

g. Shift Logs and Operating Records

During the inspection period, the inspector reviewed on a sampling
basis the following logs and records for the period of September 15-
October 17, 1980:

Shift Supervi.:or's Log--

Control Operator's Round Sheet--

!Shift Turnover Data and Checklist--

Reactor Building 345 ft. elevation, Health Physics Log Book---

1

Night Order Book |--

Reactor Engineers Fuel Load Log Book--

The logs and records were reviewed to verify that entries are pro-
perly made; entries involving abnomal conditions provide sufficient
deta11 to communicate equipment status, deficiencies, corrective
action, restoration and testing; records are being reviewed by manage-
ment; operating orders do not conflict with the Technical Specifications;

' logs and incident reports detail no violations of Technical Specifica-
tions or reporting requirements; logs and records are maintained in

.
accordance with Technical Specification and Administrative Control
Procedure requirements. Several entries in these logs were the sub-'

ject of additional review and discussions with licensee personnel.
, No unacceptable conditions were identified.

i

'
.
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9. Refueling Preparation

Plans and procedures established by the licensee in preparation for
refueling operations were reviewed to verify compliance with regulatory
requirements.

a. Reload 7 Licensing Submittal -

VY letters WVY 80-117, dated August 19, 1980, and WVY 80-140, dated
October 7,1980, submitted proposed Technical Specification changes
to NRC:NRR for review and approval in support of Cycle 8 operation.
The bases for the changes were described, which supported the con-
clusion that none of the changes involved an unreviewed safety
question nor a significant safety hazard. Final approval of cycle
8 operation under the proposed specifications is pending completion
of NRC:NRR review. The inspector had no further questions on this
item,

b. Outage Planning and Management

The inspector interviewed licensee personnel and reviewed documenta-
tion to ascertain the methods used to provide outage planning and
control. The 1980 Refueling Outage Plan is the governing planning
tool used for management of outage activities. The plan describes
the overall maintenance / refueling work scope and scheduling;
organizational setups and interfaces; shift schedules; itemized
work lists and schedules; and, a summary of design changes, modifi-
cations and surveillances to be completed. The outage plan in
conjunction with daily planning / status meetings provides management
control over daily outage activities. The inspector had no further
questions in this area.

| c. Procedures for Refueling Activities

The procedures listed below were reviewed by the inspector to verify
that technically adequate, approved procedures were available for
outage activities. The procedures were also reviewed to gain
familiarity with established licensee controls in preparation for
subsequent inspector observations of activities in progress.

,

!

| OP 1100, Refuel Platform Operations, Revision 9,8/23/79
l OP 1101, Fuel Assembly Movement, Revision 9,8/23/79

OP 1102, Fuel Channeling Operations, Revision 8,9/25/79
OP 1200, Preparation of Reactor System for Refueling, Revision 6,

9/21/79 ,

i

.
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(5) OP 0400, SNM Inventory and Accountability, Revision 16,
6/30/80

(6) OP 1400, Fuel Receipt and Preliminary Handling, Revision 10,
9/14/79

(7) OP 1401, New Fuel Inspection and Channeling, Revision 8,
9/14/79

8) OP 1402,- Channel Inspection, Revision 4,9/14/79
9) OP 1408, LPRM Removal and Replacement, Revision 4, 9/14/79

OP 1410, Fuel Loading, Revision 9,6/30/80
OP 1411, Core Verification, Revision 4, 9/14/79
OP 4102, Refuel Outye Tests, Revision 8,9/15/78

(13 OP 4116, Secondary Containment Surveillance, Revision 6,
3/26/80

The inspector had no further questions in this area.

d. Refueling Prerequisites and Periodic Tests

The inspector reviewed test results. completed check lists and logs
~

to verify that refueling prerequisites established by procedures and
the Technical Specifications were completed as required. The following
items were reviewed..

(1) All items of Technical Specification 3.12 which governs refueling<

interlocks, core monitoring, spent fuel pool water level reactor
mode switch position, control rod maintenance, fuel movement,
crane checks, spent fuel, pool temperature and reactor building
pressure;

(2) Control rod friction, coupling and over-travel tests per VYOPF
4111.03, completed 9/29/80;

(3) The requirements of Technical Specification 3.5.4.4, governing
core spray, residual heat removal, diesel generator and conden-

,

; sate storage tank operability, completed 10/1/80;

(4) SRM Response checks, completed per VYOPF 4420.01, completed'

9/30 and 10/1/80;

(5) Lifted lead and Jumper Request No. 80-0064, issued 9/30/80
for SRM shorting links to put the SRMs in the non-coincidence
trip mode.

,

(6) . Refueling outage tests completed per OP 4102 on 9/30 and 10/8/80; |
|

l
1

|
; 1

"

,
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(7) Verification of secondary containment integrity completed
per OP 4116 on 9/19, 9/22 and 9/30/80; and,

(8) Completion of Daily Communications checks.

No items of noncompliance were identified. -

10. Refuel Operations

Fuel transfer and related activities were observed at the start of fuel
movement on 10/1/80 and periodically thereafter. Activities associated
with fuel movement in the vessel and the spent fuel pool, control rod
changeout, LPRM replacement and fuel channeling / inspection were witnessed.
Activities were monitored in the control room and on the refuel floor
during both day shifts and back shifts. The following items were verified
during inspector observations:

a. approved procedures governing the activity were followed and
applicable prerequisites were established and maintained;

b. fuel transfer status boards were established and maintained in
the control room and on the refuel-floor;

c. applicable procedures for SMM accountability were in use, followed
and maintained;

d. comunications were maintained between the refuel floor and the
control room;

e.- SRMs were continuously monitored during times when core geometry
was being altered;

f. - control room and refuel floor staffing met procedural and regulatory
,

requirements;

g, health physics and housekeeping controls, including control of loose
objects over the reactor cavity and SFP, were established and main-
tained; and ,

h. shift turnovers in the control room and on the refuel floor were
conducted in an orderly _ manner.

No items of noncompliance were identified.

|
|

-
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11. Radiation Protection Controls for Outage Activities |

Radiation protection controls established for various outage activities
were reviewed on a sampling basis throughout the reporting period. The
areas reviewed are summarized below:

+ radiation work permits (RWPs) issued for various work activities were
reviewed to ascertain whether the health physics controls established
were adequate and commensurate with the radiological hazards present.
This review included considerations for gene.ral area and hot spot dose
rates, airborne radioactivity and contamination; |

+ RWPs in effect were reviewed for implementation in accordance with
licensee procedures. Personnel adherence to RWP requirements were
inspected at selected job sites, which included: reactor building
345 ft. elevation; scram discharge headers; torus interior and ex-
terior; drywell; and, general areas in the reacter and turbine
buildings. Personnel monitoring and pennissible doses were reviewed
for adequacy.

+ personnel exposure control was reviewed by examining selected RWP
log sheets, the drywell exposure check sheet and the VY Daily Exposure
summary printouts. Inspector review of the Daily Exposure printout
which summarized personnel exposures through 10/14/80 revealed no
instances where personnel exposures exceeded quarterly or yearly
limits.

Except as noted below, no inadequacies were identified and the inspector
had no further comments in this area:

a. High Radiation Area Control

During the performance of radiation surveys in general areas of the
reactor building on 10/8/80, the inspector identified a high
radiation area accessible to personnel that was not posted nor
barricaded. Measurements taken at chest level near the South bank of
hydraulic control units (HCU) on the reactor building 252 ft.
elevation showed_ radiation dose rates of 140 mR/hr. This finding
was reported to .the licen_s.e_e_and ac_tions__were._taken_immediately_to
barricade and post the area. Failure to post and barricade the

| high radiation area constituted a noncompliance with Technical
; Specification 6.5.B.1. (INF 50-271/80-15-09).

|
!

\
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Further surveys of the area showed the source of radiation to be
the scram discharge header pipes, located above the South HCU bank
and about 12 feet above the 252 foot elevation floor. Measurements
taken on and around the discharge header showed radiation dose rates
of 20 R/hr on contact 4 R/hr at 6 inches from the piping and
450 mR/hr dose rates in the general area of the piping at 2 feet

surveyed by the licensee (last survey taken on 10/1/80) previously
distance. The inspector noted that the piping had been

and was
posted with a " hot spot" sticker marked to indicate 7 R/hr dose
rates at one location along its length.

The inspector noted scaffolding erected under the discharge headers
and, in view of the high dose rates, also noted the potential for
excessive whole body and extremity doses. All RWPs issued for the
work area since 10/1/80 were reviewed to identify the nature of work
performed. Work perfonned under RWPs 1054 dated 10/2/80,1122
dated 10/4/80 and 1176 dated 10/7/80, involved set up of scaffolding,
removal of paint on the discharge headers by grinding and set-up
for the scram discharge modifications, respectively. The subject
RWPs were reviewed, contract individuals assigned to each work
party were interviewed and TLD exposures for selected individuals
were reviewed, which were pulled and read at the inspector's request.
Based on the above information, with consideration given to time
spent in the work area and proximity of work to the source, no ex-
cessive individual doses were identified. Doses received were
indicative of 50 mR/hr general area dose rates, with no indication
that high extremity dose rates were present at the time each job was
performed.

The cause for the increase in scram discharge header dose rate during
the period from 10/1 to 10/8 was determined to be attributable to
control rod movements made during the subject period to support
refueling activities. An investigation to determine the exact time
the dose rates increased was inconclusive. The inspector had no

,

| further questions regarding personnel exposures.

b. Personnel Monitoring

| An anonymous telephone call was made to the NRC Resident Office on
| 10/15/80 by an individual who expressed concern over personnel
' monitoring provided for a work party in the drywell during the

evening of 10/14/80. The individual stated that self reading pocket
dosimeters for two members of the work crew read offscale upon
leaving the drywell and he questioned whether sufficient health
physics controls had been applied.

!

|

!

.
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The inspector determined that a work party of 11 men worked in the
drywell between 9:30 P.M. on 10/14/80 and 2:43 A.M. on 10/15/80 to
install lead blankets as shielding for valve RHR-65A. The work was

,

| performed under RWP 80-01329, which recorded dose rate data for the
work area based on surveys taken prior to the start of work. Dose
rates were from 200 to 300 mR/hr in the general area around RHR-65A,
with hot spots up to 1000 mR/hr on piping near RHR-65A.

. The total crew of 11 worked in four work parties with each party
consisting of 2 to 4 men. Four separate entries, one entry per each
work party, were made to the work area. Stay times in the work area
for the first, third and fourth entries were between 10 and 15 minutes,
and whole body doses for any member of this group were well below the
licensee's 600 mrem administrative limit. The second work party spent
83 minutes in the work area. Upon exiting the work area, the 0-500 mrem'

range pocket dosimeters for each member of the work party were offscale.
. .

The inspector reviewed the controls applied under the RWP and interviewed
: . plant Health Physics personnel. The dosimeters for the second work party

were reportedly read at the request of the roving drywell HP when the
high offscale readings were discovered. Upon discovery of the offscale'

dosimeters, the TLDs for the individuals were read. The TLD results
showed that, although the individual exposures were higher than those
received by the other work parties, no single exposure exceeded the 600
mrem administrative limit. Secondly, subsequent to the second work party
entry, the drywell entry control point HP tech upgraded RWP 01329

,

requirements to require that additional, high range (0-5 Rem) pocket
dosimeters be used. The inspector reviewed the VY Daily Exposure Printout
which provided exposure data for all personnel onsite as of 9:15 A.M. on
10/15/80. No instances were identified in which ' administrative or
regulatory limits were' exceeded.

t

The inspector noted that the HP techs monitoring the drywell work tookc

; appropiate actions once the offscale dosimeters were identifiad. However,
the inspector expressed concern to the plant Health Physicist in regard

i - to the following aspect of the job: the HP tech monitoring the work
. party had the function of assuring-that workers periodically road their

|- pocket dosimeters to monitor their own exposures and to exit the work
area prior to reaching full scale readings -'this function was apparently
not accomplished during the subject job. The licensee acknowledged the

L inspector's comments and stated that corrective measures would be taken.

The inspector had no further coments in this area at the present.e
However, this item will be-reviewed further on a subsequent inspection
pending completion of the licensee's review of the event to detennine
what additional corrective actions may be warranted.(IFI 50-271/80-15-15).'

,

;

.
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c. Response to Contractor Inquiry

On October 17, 1980, the inspector was contacted by an employee
of Chicago Bridge and Iron Company, a contract firm on site per-
fonning Torus modification work during the Refueling Outage. The
individual was a welder assigned to the Torus modification who was
concerned about the radiation levels within the control point change
area. The individual stated that at times he had to wait in the con-
trol point area before entering the job site and wondered if he was
being exposed to needless radiation. The inspector stated that he
would consult CBI supervision concerning the company policy of
holding workers in the control point area and also conduct a survey
of the area to establish background levels. A preliminary survey
taken in the area with a Xetex 305B instrument revealed background
readings of 1-3 mrem /hr. The inspector met with CBI supervision
and noted the individual's concern. The supervisor stated that com-
pany policy was to have the men waiting in the control point area as
little as possible noting that to have the men elsewhere is not
justifiable due to the excessive amount of time needed for the
workers to report to the control point and dress out for entry into.

the Torus. The inspector advised the supervisor that he would in-
form him of the results of the inquiry.

During the period of October 17 thru the 21st, the inspector conducted
detailed surveys of the Torus control point area and the alternate
worker staging area of temporary trailers utilized by CBI during the
outage. Also during this period the inspector monitored the Torus
control point area to observe trends in how many workers were held
in the area waiting to enter the Torus.

On October 21, 1980, the inspector revealed the results of the in-
spection to the individual, noting that radiation leves1 within the
control point area ranged from 0.4 to 5.3 mrem /hr with the average
reading approximately 2 mrem /hr. The inspector also noted that

| thru periodic monitoring he had established that workers do not
seem to be held in the control point for an excessive amount of time
without justification. The inspector noted that while individuals
should be mindful of exposure, in this case the licensee has no
legal requirement not to maintain the control point and change area
in its present location. This infonnation was also given to CBI
supervision on October 21, 1980. All parties were satisfied with
the inquiry results and had no further questions in the area of

| radiation control.
I
1

{

.
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d. Periodic Monitoring of Radioactive Waste Storage

On October 21, 1980, during a routine plant tour, the inspector
conducted a survey of a stockpile of 55 gallon drums containing

'

solid waste. The drums were labeled "RADI0 ACTIVE LSA" and were
.

stored behind the Turbine Building in~ preparation for shipment to
- a disposal site. The inspector noted that one drum located on the

outside row adjacent to a contractor vehicle had a hot spot reading
600 mrem /hr on contact and approximately 100 mrem /hr at a distance
of six inches. General area readings 6 inches from the outer row

-of barrels ranged from 4 to 50 mrem /hr using a Xetex 3058 Digital
,

Ratemeter. The inspector forwarded this information to Vemont
; Yankee Health Physics Department personnel who took immediate

action to label the Hot Spot on the drum, erect a rope boundary!

around the drum stockpile, and move the drum from the outside row'

i- to the center of the stockpile. The inspector discussed the storage
of waste with region based personnel and detemined that if the con--

tainer is in the final form of shipment, i.e. no further work is
required in preparation for shipment, it falls outside the require-
ments of 10 CFR 20 for labeling and storage but must conform with
10 CFR 49 guidelines. The subject barrels were scheduled for
shipment by an exclusive use closed vehicle, therefore, the limit
was 1000 mrem /hr at 3 feet from the external surface of the package.
(10CFR49,173.393).

i

Ti.e inspector discussed the storage of radioactive waste with Health
Physics supervision noting that although the licensee had not violated

!..
storage criteria, the potential existed for workers in the area to
unknowingly be in an area reading above background.

The licensee acknowledged that the instance noted above was not con-
sistent with ALARA principles and would survey all barrels prior to|

i shipment and move the drum containing the Hot Spot to an enclosed
| holding area.
|

The inspector had no further questions.
'

12. Surveillance Observation

On October 20, 1980, the inspector witnessed preparations for perfomance
of a hydrostatic test on portions of the Standby Liquid Control-(SLC) System
per Mercury Company procedure SPN 49834-700, Revision 1, October 15, 1980,
Repair Procedure for SLC Line Repair. The procedure was being performed
by Mercury Company personnel and provided instructions for repairing ~an
arc-strike defect on 1 inches SLC-9 line and subsequent hydrostatic
testing of the system.

.

|
~
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During review of hydrostatic test preparations the inspector noted that
the test , ump assembly was connected to the SLC system via temporarye
spool pieces and the system was pressurized to approximately 1000 PSIG
to leak check the test connections. A review of the procedure revealed
that sections 7.2.1 thru 7.3.2 contained five sign off verifications
necessary to set up for the test which were not sigr.ed. Step 7.2.4.
provides for connection of the hydro-test pump to its water source,
set of hydro-test pump relief valve, fill and vent of test boundary,
achieving test pressure and notification of Mercry Quality Control to
witness the test.

The inspector noted to Mercury personnel and Vermont Yankee Quality )Assurance (on test scene to observe operation of new hydro test pump
the lack of signatures in the site copy of the test procedure and
immediate action was taken by Mercury Supervision to sign the completed
actions, with the exception of Step 7.2.1.2, verification of validity of
test gage calibration report by Mercury Quality Control. The inspector
then noted to the Vennont Yankee Quality Assurance personnel that the
SLC system under test was in effect pressurized to 1000 PSIG without
the test gage calibration verified and without the hydro-test pump re-
lief valve preset per procedure. It should also be noted that the test
pump in use was new, capable of delivering 10-14 GPM and the operators
were experiencing difficulty with pump control. When the inspector
noted the potential for system over pressurization Vemont Yankee Quality
Assurance took steps to secure and vent the hydro-test pump.

The hydro-test pump relief valve was subsequently preset, temporary
connections to the SLC system leak tested and the repair hydro completed
on October 21, 1980. This item will remain open pending inspector review
of final submittal of SPN 49834-700, Repair Procedure for SLC Line Repair,

'

and inspector review of training records for Mercury Company personnel.,

(IFI 50-271/80-15-10).

13. Inspector Followup of Events

The inspectors responded to events that occurred during the inspection
to observe / review the licensee's response to the events and to verify
continuea safe operation in accordance with the Technical Specifications
and regulatory requirements. Some or all of the following items, as
applicable, were considered during the inspector's review of operational
events:-

-- - observations of plant parameters and systems important to safety
to confirm operation within nomal operational limits;

description of event, including cause, systems involved, safety |--

significance, facility status and status of engineered safety
features equipment;

!
L

,

.
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details relating to personnel injury, release of radioactive--

material and exposure to radioactive material;

verification of correct operation of automatic _ equipment;--

detennination that root causal factors were identified and that--

corrective actions, taken or planned, were appropriate to correct
the cause;

,

verification that corrective action taken was appropriate to--

prevent recurrence;

determination whether the event involved operation of the facility--

in a manner which constituted an unreviewed safety question as
defined in 10 CFR 50.59 (a) (2), or in such a manner as to repre-
sent an unusual hazard to health and safety of the public and
environment;

determination whether the event involved continued operation of--

the facility in violation of regulatory requirements or license
conditions; and ,

evaluation of whether applicable reporting requirements were met.--

Operational events reviewed during this inspection are discussed below.
.

a. Inoperable Rod Withdrawal Block Circuit

! While conducting two control rod interlock test on September 29, 1980,
the position switch and rod block associated with the "one control
rod withdrawal permit circuit" was found inoperable for rod 38-35.

| Technical Specification 3.12. A.1 requires the control rod block
| interlock to be operable while in the Refuel Mode and performing
| core alterations. Control rod 38-35 was fully inserted and

electrically disarmed.
! Licensee investigation revealed that the position indicating switch

on rod 38-35 at the full-in interlock position was stuck. The defec-
tive switch was replaced by replacing the rod 38-35 position informa-
tion probe.

i LER 80-30/3L was subsequently issued by the licensee, which, upon
! review by the inspector, was found to accurately describe the event

circumstances, cause and corrective actions, and, fulfill the re-
-porting requirements of Technict.1 Specification 6.7.B.2

No inspector had no further coment on this item. No items of non-
compliance were identified.

.
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b. Control Rod Change-Out Events

At 9:00 A.M. on October 7,1980, the inspector received notification
from the licensee that on the evening of October 6, 1980, two new'

control rods had been dropped from the frame mounted hoist. The
first control rod was dropped in the spent fuel-pool and did not'

strike any fuel, the second control rod was dropped while over the
core and impacted on peripheral cells and struck 3 fuel assemblies.
There was no release of radioactive material from the fuel.-

_

The inspector reviewed the control room log and determined that the
first drop occurred at 4:10 P.M. on October 6, 1980, and the second
at 6:05 P.M. on October 6, 1980. The inspector verified that the

,

entries reflected the actual events via discussions with licensee
and General Electric personnel. The inspector discussed the events
with the Reactor Engineer and determined the following.>

j The first control rod ~(No. 0573) was dropped due to a failure of the
| cable swivel. The male threaded portion of the swivel had fractured.

The licensee determined that the swivel had been overstressed during
the attempt to insert the rod into core location 22-11. During the
insertion attempt, the bottom of the rod caught on the core grid and
tilted. - When the bridge operator observed the tilted rod, it appeared
the control rod grapple had slipped over the side of the bail handle.
When the control rod was picked up and load applied, the rod would ,

not hang straight. The rod was moved immediately away from the core
and over an empty portion of the spent fuel pool. While attempting'

to remove the grid guide so the blade would hang straight, the. swivel
. broke and the rod dropped. It is believed that the swivel was fatigued
while transporting the weight of the control' rod on an angle. The
control -rod, grapple and grid guide fell to the floor of the spent

| fuel pool. No damage to other components occurred. All components
| were retrieved, inspected and checked for operability. A new swivel
j. and cable connector were attached to the.. rod hoist cable. Control
' rod No. 0573 was left in storage in thespent fuel pool and will not

be used during.this cycle. Ultimate disposition of the blade is
pending subsequent licensee examination and evaluation.

Upon recovery from the first event, a second new control rod (No. 0577)
was installed in core location 22-11. After seating the rod, the
fuel support casting was lowered into position, but could not be
released from the grapple.-'The fuel support casting was removed and
a light was inserted into the cell to inspect the control rod. The
rod was improperly orientated. The control rod was removed from.the
cell and while attempting to install the grid guide to provide for

,

|
|

l'
|

L
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proper alignment, the control rod fell and landed on two or three
fuel' assemblies'. The control rod was probably not grappled ccrrectly
and was sitting on the lip of the grapple hooks. When the cable and
grapple were disturbed while. installing the grid guide, the control
rod slipped off the hooks and fell.

The area of impact was scanned using a video recorder to detemine
the extent of damage and the potential for further damage by removal
of the rod blade. The control rod was removed from the reactor cavity,
decontaminated and set on the refueling deck for full examination.
Initial examination results revealed physical distortions to the
velocity limiter and spud coupler sections df the control rod. Rod
No. 0577 will not be used for cycle 8 operation. Ultimate disposition
of the rod is pending completion of the licensee's evaluation.

The inspector viewed a video-tapt: of the suspect fuel assemblies
and the assemblies in each cell surrounding them. The video-tape
also included views of the upper grid and core shroud. The three
fuel assemblies involved were:

(1) LJ-7133 (Location 23-08). This assembly was visually damaged
in that the fuel channel was cut and deformed in the area of
the blank channel tab (opposite the spring clip tab). The bail
showed a scrape mark but did not appear to be deformed. This
is an irradiated assembly, scheduled for use in the next cycle.

(2) LJ-3887 (Location 25-08). This assembly was marred with a
scrape observed on the bail. The bail is deformed with a
400 mil deflection from the horizontal. The bail is sufficiently
defomed such that the assembly cannot be latched using the fuel
grapple. The assembly will be left in place pending further
evaluation of bundle integrity and alternate methods for removal.

|
This is an irradiated assembly scheduled for discharge.

(3) LJP-214(Location 25-10). This assembly did not exhibit any ,

i visual. damage. This assembly is new and is scheduled for use '

this cycle.'

| Subsequent fuel and control rod movement was suspended.pending licensee
management evaluation of the circumstances associated with each drop

,

| incident and a detemination of proper corrective actions. It was ,

determined that assemblies LJ-7133 and LJP-214 could be taken to the !

spent fuel pit for further examination. Fuel shuffling could continue ,

!around assembly LJ-3887 pending the completion of the evaluation for
the assembly. To ensure proper engagement of subsequent control rods i

!
1 \
?. |
|

.
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to be exchanged, administrative requirements were instituted to
require: (a) any new contml rod grappled in the spent fuel pool |

would be raised to the surface of the pool to verify by direct,
close up visual inspection.that proper grapple engagement had
occurred; (b) any control rod grappled in the core would be
examined using underwater video equipment to ensure proper grapple'

engagement, prior to lifting the control rod out of the fuel cell;
and, (c) the alternate control rod grapple tool would be used,
which provides positive engagement with the control rod at two loca-
tions. The above near term corrective actions were implemented for
the rest of the control rods to be changed out this outage. These
actions were confimed by observations during inspector witness of
all subsequent control rod moves.

The inspector had no further questions on licensee corrective actions
at this time. However, the items listed below will be followed on'

subsequent inspections and are collectively designated (IFI 50/271/80-15-11).

+ completion of licensee investigation of control rod drop
events, detemination of long term corrective actions and
subsequent review by the NRC,

+ completion of final evaluation of damagedcontrol rods, disposition-
ing and subsequent review by the NRC;

+ completion of licensee evaluations and corrective actions
regarding damaged fuel and subsequent review by the NRC.

;

No items of noncompliance were identified.
2

c. Dropped LPRM

Removal and replacement of the tenth local power range monitor (LPRM),

was in progress at 3:00 P.M. on October 10, 1980, when LPRM No. 6-611-056'

slipped out of the strongback used to position it vertically over the
core. The LPRM fell onto the core and became lodged, in the vertical

p(osition, between fuel assemblies LJB 739'(Location 34-27) and LJ-7123
-

Location 36-27). The LPRM slipped from the strongback just as the;

bridge operator was attempting to grapple the LPRM with its handling
tool. LPRM change-out operations were stopped pending inspection of
the impact area, retrieval of the LPRM and inspection of the strongback.

Visual surveillance of the impact area revealed the only damage sus-
: tained was to the lifting bail of fuel assembly LJP 212, which was
| bent slightly upon impact. Subsequent movement of LJP 212 was

_

.

|

|
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prohibited pending an evaluation of the damage sustained.
Assembly LJP 212 is scheduled for use in cycle 8.

The LPRM was retrieved and will not be used for the next cycle.
During removal from the core, an end cap on the LPRM disengaged
from the detector and became lost in the core. The end cap was
subsequently located and retrieved.

The strongback was examined and no reasons for faulty operation
were identified. The licensee's preliminary conclusion was that
the LPRM was not fully engaged in the strongback by the bridge
operator prior to the installation attempt. Subsequent change-out
operations for the last LPRM to be replaced during this outage
proceded without problems.

The inspector had no further comments at the r, resent on licensee
actions in this area. However, the items listed below are con-
sidered open and will be followed by the inspector on subsequent
inspections. (IFI 50-271/80-15-12).

+ final disposition of Fuel Assembly LJP 212 based on the
damage evaluation results

+ completion of final incident review.

No items of noncompliance were identified.

d. Jet Pump Beam Crack Indications-

Ultrasonic examination of jet pump hold down beams was completed
in accordance with IE Bulletin 80-07 requirements, as committed to
in the licensee's May 8, 1980, letter to the NRC (WVY 80-70). The
inspections were requested after experiences at other boiling water
reactors indicated that the jet pump supports could degrade during

| nonnal operation. On October 14, 1980, a crack was identified in the
| hold down beam for jet pump No. 8 at the mean diameter of the bolt

thread area. No other cracks were discovered in the other 19 jet

pumps inspected.

The hold down beam crack identified in jet pump No. 8 did not cause
loss of structural integrity for the hold down beam. The licensee
has determined the most probable cause of the crack to be inter-
grannular stress corrosion. Plans have been initiated to develope
procedures to replace the defective beam with one of higher

,

strength design.'

i
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This item is considered open pending completion of the hold down
beam repair and submittal of a written report of the event to the
NRC, (IFI 50-271/80-15-13).

4

e. Core Spray Sparger Cracking

Visual examination of core spray spargers was completed in
accordance with licensee commitments to IE Bulletin 80-13 require-
ments. The inspections were requested after experience at other
boiling water reactors showed degradation could occur during
operation.

On October 14, 1980, a sem-circular linear indication was
identified on the end cap of the "C" core spray sparger junction
box. No other crack indications were found in any of the other
three junction boxes, nor in the header piping. The crack location
identified at Vermont Yankee was atypical of those found at other
plants. At Vermont Yankee, the crack occurred in the sensitized,
heat-affected-zone of a weld used to install a one inch diameter
solid plug in a visual access hole drilled in the center of the
junction box face plate. The preliminary evaluation of probable
failure mode concluded the crack was caused by intergrannular
stress corrosion.

Licensee plans and corrective actions in progress include:

+ further evaluation of crack origin, including history
of the installed plug;

+ susceptibility of three similar plugs to cracking;

+ evaluation of the probability and consequences for a loss
of plug and loss of header integrity; and,

+ evaluation of alternative fixes, including installation
of a clamp-type retainer device.

In accordance with Bulletin-80-13 requirements, the results of the
licensee's evaluations of the above items, including proposed
corrective actions, must be presented to NRC:NRR for review and
NRC approval obtained prior to plant startup,

The inspector had no further comments on this area at the present.
The following items are considered open, however, pending completion

.
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i

of licensee actions and subsequent review by the NRC.
(IFI50-271/80-15-14).

+ completion of corrective actions / repairs and presentation
to NRC:NRR

+ further inspector review of visual examination results

+ submission of the final written report to the NRC.

No items of noncompliance were identified.

14. Emergency Procedure Revisions

During the Emergency Planning and Health Physics Appraisal team visit to
the site (Reference: Region I Inspection Report 50-271/80-14) certain
inadequacies were identified in the area of emergency plan implementation.
As a result of the inspection findings, certain actions were required to
be taken to upgrade emergency procedures, as specified in a October 3, 1980,
letter from NRC: Region I to the licensee. The specific requirements were:
(1) develop and implement action levels for declaring emergencies, wherein
the action levels are based on instrumentation read-outs in the control room
that ara readily accessible to control room personnel responsible for de-
claring an emergency; and (ii) train all personnel responsible for emergency
declaration, classification, dose assessment and projection to ensure the
individuals understand the changes developed per item (i) above.

Existing plant procedures for site and general emergencies (OP 3002 and 3003)
listed, in the " symptom" (or " emergency action level") sections, orly pro-
jected doses or generic accident types as the criteria for detemining the
initial accident classification. These criteria were relied upon rather
than the installed control room instrumentation readings, which would be
indicative of an analyzed accident having occurred. Although consideration
of projected doses and generic accident types is appropriate in deciding
an accident classification, reliance on these criteria alone may delay
declaration _of the _em_e_rgency_._ The NRC staff position given to Yemont Yankee
required that specific emergency action levels (EALs) based on control room
indicators be incorporated in emergency procedures to ensure prompt detection
of actual or potential emergencies and timely implementation of the emergency
plan. EALs based on instrumentation may be provided in either the Emergency
Operating Procedures, or in the Emergency Plan Implementing Procedures, or
in both places.

The licensee chose to modify the plant's Emergency Operating Procedures
(EOP) by incorporating into each E0P (those concerning an event with onsite/
offsite radiological consequences) statements to classify the emergency.
Thus, the symptom section of the E0P became the emergency accion level.

.
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Operator "Immediate Action" sections of the E0Ps provide for initial
emergency classification. Additionally, the Operator " Followup Action"
secMons direct the operator to OP 3013 for further assessment efi the
ace . t conditions and upgrading of the classification, as required. j
OP _s also incorporated use of selected area and process radiation i

monitor for determining the appropriate emergency classification. |

The following procedures were identified as those E0Ps selected for '
revision to incorporate changes discussed above. The inspector re-
viewed draft copies of the revised E0Ps, along with associated Emergency
Plan Implementing Procedures.

a OP 3100. Reactor Scram
b OP 3101, Loss of Fuel Pool Level
c OP 3103, Loss of Normal Power
d OP 3107. Loss of Switchgear Room or Cable Vault
e OP 3108, Loss of Containment Integrity
f OP 3109, Anticipated Transient Without Scram

OP 3112, Loss of Feedwater
OP 3115, Loss of Shutdown Cooling
OP 3116 Loss of Reactor Coolant
OP 3117, Containment High Pressure
OP 3120, High Off Gas Release Rates

1) OP 3121, Fuel Element Failure
m OP 3122. Excessive Radiation Levels
n OP 3123, SJAE Rupture Diaphragm Failure
o OP 3124, Loss of Reactor Coolant Outside Primary Containment

OP 3131, Shutdown from Outside the Control Room
OP 3001, Local Emergency
OP 3002, Site Emergency
OP 3003, General Emergency
OP 3013. Initial Evaluation of Offsite Radiological Conditions
OP 3530, Post Accident Sampling

The inspector noted that the above procedures and/or changes thereto had not
been reviewed and approved by the PORC. Additionally, schedules for
Operator Training on changes to the procedures had yet to be developed pending
availability of approved procedures. The inspector had no further coments
on this item at the present. However, this area will be reviewed on subse-
quent inspections. (IFI 50-271/80-15-14).

15. Refuel Outage Modifications.

Selected facility modification and design change packages were reviewed to
verify that those changes requiring prior NRC review and approval were
accomplished in accordance with FSAR and regulatory requirements. The
inspector witnessed work in progress and/or reviewed documentation for
the modifications listed below.
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a) EDCR 80-11, 1980 Torus Modifications
b) EDCR 79-02, RPT/RPS Analog System Modifications
c EDCR 80-43, SDV Vent Improvements
d EDCR 80-02, Containment High Range Monitor
e EDCR 80-28 Gaseous Radiation Monitor - Stack Effluent

No inadequacies were identified. Inspector review of these modifications
was started during this inspection and will be continued on subsequent
inspections.

16. Unresolved Items

Unresolved items are those items for which further information is required
to determine whether the items are acceptable or items of noncompliance.
Unresolved items are identified in paragraph 3 of this report.

17. Management Meetings

Licensee management was periodically notified of preliminary inspection
findings by the resident inspectors during the inspection period. A
summary of the inspection was also provided at the conclusion of the
inspection on October 20, 1980.
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